Event Participant Liability Disclaimer

The following liability disclaimer applies to Asia Pacific Spine Society (APSS) Dhaka Basic Spine Course that is hosted by the Local Host, Bangladesh Spine Society in association with APSS. All local and international participants including Faculty are strongly encouraged to review the following disclaimer.

No warranties or guarantees are given or are to be implied by APSS providing you with the information about and the registration platform for this event. Should you have any questions or concerns about the event, you should contact the Local Host, Bangladesh Spine Society. APSS does not assume liability resulting from your participation in the event.

Your participation in the event is at your own risk. Your decision to participate as a participant / Faculty is made of your own free will. You assume full responsibility for any risk of body injury, sickness, death, or property damage arising out of or related to the event.

APSS does not assume any responsibility or obligation to provide financial or other assistance, including, but not limited to medical, health, or disability insurance in the event of injury, illness, death, or property damage.

Should the event beyond the reasonable control of the Local Host, Bangladesh Spine Society, and APSS, including but not limited to (1) acts of God, (2) war, including armed conflict, (3) strikes or labour disputes at the venue or city of the event, (4) disease outbreak in the country or city of the event (examples of disease: SARS, COVID-19), (5) government regulation or advisory (including travel advisory warnings), (6) civil disturbances at the venue or city of the event, (7) terrorism or threats of terrorism in the country of the event as substantiated by governmental warnings or advisory notices, (8) curtailment of transportation services or facilities which would materially affect attendees from attending the course, (9) disaster, fire, earthquakes, hurricanes in the city of the event, (10) unseasonable extreme inclement weather in the city of the event, (11) shortages or disruption of the electrical power supply causing blackouts or rolling blackouts or other essential utilities in the city of the event, or (12) any other cause reasonably beyond the organiser's control, making the event impracticable to hold, illegal, or impossible to fully hold the event as scheduled, for one or more of such reasons, the organiser may postpone, reschedule or cancel the event without liability on the part of the local host, Bangladesh Spine Society, and APSS. In the event the event cannot be held or is postponed pursuant to this section, the local host, Bangladesh Spine Society, and APSS shall not be liable to attendee for any direct, consequential or incidental damages, costs, or losses incurred, such as transportation costs, accommodations costs, or financial losses.